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European Strategy
Preamble:

This is work for us
in the US!
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FCC documentation
Outcome of design studies recommended
by the 2013 European Strategy
4 CDR volumes published in EPJ
Recent FCC publications
1) Future Circular Collider - European Strategy
Update Documents
(FCC-ee), (FCC-hh), (FCC-int)
2) FCC-ee: Your Questions Answered - arXiv:
1906.02693

FCC Physics
Opportunities

FCC-ee:
The Lepton Collider

3) Circular and Linear e+e- Colliders: Another
Story of Complementarity
arXiv:1912.11871
4) Theory Requirements and Possibilities for the
FCC-ee and other Future High Energy and
Precision Frontier Lepton Colliders arXiv:
1901.02648

FCC-hh:
The Hadron Collider

HE-LHC:
The High Energy
Large Hadron Collider

5) Polarization and Centre-of-mass Energy
Calibration at FCC-ee, arXiv:1909.12245
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FCC Main Goals (2020-2026)
Overall goal
• Perform all necessary steps and studies to enable a definitive project decision by
2026, at the anticipated date for the next ESU, and a subsequent start of civil
engineering construction by 2029.

This requires successful completion of the following four
main activities
• Develop and establish a governance model for project construction and operation
• Develop and establish a financing strategy
• Prepare and successfully complete all required project preparatory and
administrative processes with the host states (debat public, EIA, etc.)
• Perform site investigations to enable CE planning and to prepare CE tendering.

In parallel development preparation of TDRs and physics/
experiment studies
• Machine designs and main technology R&D lines
• Establish user communities, work towards proto-experiment collaborations by 2025.
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FCC Technical Schedule
LEP/LHC
FCC-ee/hh

FCC project plan is fully integrated with HL-LHC exploitation and provides
seamless continuation of high energy physics at the energy frontier
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Physics Results (FCC-ee) Landscape

4 experiments
instead of 2
➔ x1.7

5 1012 e+e- ! Z

(4y) Z peak

Ecm = 91 GeV

(2y) WW threshold

Ecm = 161 GeV

108

(3y) ZH threshold

Ecm = 240 GeV

106

(4y) tt threshold

Ecm = 350 GeV

106

(ny) H(optional)

Ecm = 125 GeV

104

LEP x 105
3
e+e- ! WW LEP x 2.10
Never done
e+e- ! ZH
Never done
e+e- ! tt
Never done
e+e- ! H
Never done

Great energy range for the heavy particles of the Standard Model.
Complementarity with hadron colliders (LHC, FCC-hh) and also with linear colliders

ECM errors:

100 keV
300 keV
2 MeV
5MeV
<1 MeV
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FCC-ee Detectors
Two detector concepts used for
integration, basic performance and
cost estimates:

IDEA design

• Linear Collider Detector group at CERN has
undertaken the adaption of a detector for FCC-ee
• IDEA, detector specifically designed for FCC-ee
(and CEPC)

CERN adapted design

Next step is to design detectors
for physics
Opportunity to design multiple
collider detector
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FCC-ee Higgs Couplings
➡Unique measurements at highest precision

Eur. Phys. J. C. (2019) 79:474

➡ With enough work, uncertainties not limited by experimental or theoretical
uncertainties. Statistics sets the floor.
➡ 3-5 standard derivation sensitivity to Higgs self-coupling via ZH cross
section dependency
➡ Complementarity with LHC and FCC-hh program
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Unique measurement at FCC-ee
➡ First generation Higgs couplings
• Not part of baseline run plan but a few years at √s = mH with high
luminosity and monochromatization is an interesting add-on
• Expected signal significance of 0.7σ / 10ab-1
• Set a electron Yukawa coupling upper limit: ke < 2.5 @95% CL
• Reaches SM sensitivity after 5 years
• Work ongoing to improve results
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FCC-ee EW & Top Physics Program
First set of main observables needs to be improved
• Focus on statistical precision
• For Z and W boson mass, center-ofmass energy uncertainty will
dominate

To be updated

• For cross-section measurements the
luminosity measurement will be
limiting
• Possible experimental uncertainties
are indicative
• Tau, b, and c observables to be
added
• Theory work is critical and has been
initiated. A lot of work ahead.
• Aim for next study: detector design
to match experimental systematic
uncertainties to statistical precision
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FCC Memo

Physics Performance Group coordinated by
Patrizia Azzi (INFN Padova) and Emmanuel Perez (CERN) 11

Case Studies
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Preparing a FCC software tutorial
August 25-27
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Case Studies

➡ Measurement of charm quark Yukawa coupling (b and gluon)
➡ Starting from LHC and lepton collider experience and using DNN
➡ First studies with fastSim (Delphes) and later with fullSim taking constraints of
interaction region and detector layout into account as well as available calibration data
➡ Goal: understand/optimize performance with modern detector, 1cm radius beam pipe
and very clean experimental environment. Find best compromise between granularity
and low mass detector, use of PID. Add analysis at Z (1012 bb events!) to understand
self –calibration and systematics.
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Case Studies

arXiv:1811.09408
➡ Utilizing enormous number of Z decays
to taus to improve statistical
uncertainties by two orders of magnitude
➡ Goal: study detector systematics and
derive key detector requirements. Can
systematic uncertainties meet statistical
precision?
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Case Studies

➡ Long lived particle search like heavy sterile neutrinos
➡ Goal: find additional detector requirements (opportunities) or concepts to increase
sensitivity to exotic particles
➡ Looking for innovative solutions
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Case Studies
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Conclusion
๏

FCC-ee offers a huge physics program with
➡

Higgs and top measurements with > 106 events each in short (3-5y) runs

➡

Unique possibilities
‣

Electron Yukawa coupling

‣

TeraZ + beam energy calibration

‣

keV and ppm precision on EWPOs at Z resonance and WW threshold

‣

αQED (mZ), αS (mZ), sin2θWeff and G𝜏

‣

Searches for LLPs and rare phenomena (LFV, LNF, light scalars, ...)

‣

Flavor physics program with 1012 Bs and 1011 𝜏’s

‣

Offering sensitivity to new physics at scales of 10 to 70 TeV

๏

Ambitious program aiming for significant progress in understanding of
nature

๏

Main challenge is to imagine/optimize detector to match statistical power
and to sharpen the theory calculations

๏

Last but not least: an essential springboard towards 100 TeV pp collisions
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